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Selecting a suitable material for a specific function in a product stands at the
beginning of the product design process. Functional requirements limit the choice of
materials (e.g. required strength) and demand a specific material quality. Primary
material can satisfy almost any quality requirement. On spaceship Earth [1], however,
primary resources are limited in quantity and their exploitation is associated with major
detrimental environmental effects [2]. In order to stay within the Planetary Boundaries
[3], primary resource extraction would need to be limited to sustainable levels. Closing
material cycles, as targeted by the concept of circular economy (CE) [4], is seen as
one possible strategy to become more independent from primary resource supply and
avoid the environmental consequences of their extraction. In theory, fully closed cycles
are only possible as long as sufficient useful energy is available [5]. However, in
practice recycling is limited by losses and, in some cases, thermodynamic constraints
[6-8]. Consequently, primary material production and disposal in safe final sinks will
still be necessary as part of a CE [9]. Within the socio-economic metabolism, the
primary material input is utilized most intensely in durable products, circulation of
materials as much as possible at the same quality level, i.e. closed loop recycling, and
using unavoidable losses from higher quality levels as input to lower quality cycles, i.e.
open loop recycling or cascading.

Figure 1: Material flow from primary resource extraction through the socio-economic system to final
disposal in a steady state

The design of the product as well as the choice of materials crucially influence the
recoverability of all the materials at end-of-life. Technical and economic constraints on
the separation of materials from end-of-life products are often the most inhibiting
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factors concerning material quality conservation in the recycling process. Product
designers consequently have a significant influence on the recoverability in the
recycling chain and as such require tools to assess their choices regarding closing
material cycles. With this contribution, we will present a new methodology that allows
considering key aspects of resource utilization within the product system in product
design based on a simplified material flow model (see fig.1). The material flows in the
socio-economic system are modelled as being in a steady state, i.e. it is assumed that
primary material entering the socio-economic system will eventually leave the system
into final sinks. Up to a certain quality level, secondary material, which can be kept at
this level, enlarges the primary inflow. The remaining material leaves the quality level
and enters the next lower level. This procedure can be repeated multiple times while
gradually reducing quality levels (cascading). Maximizing the amount of material that
can be kept at the same quality level over multiple product cycles reduces the need for
primary input and final disposal. Therefore, our here proposed methodology considers
closed loop recycling efficiency as primary decision criterion for product design.
Multiple design aspects of the product system influence the technically feasible
recycling efficiency for the same quality level, e.g. coatings, quality requirements,
material composition and arrangement, take back and sorting or disassembly to
material level. A flow chart shall guide the designer in choosing appropriate strategies
and estimate possible efficiencies for closed loop recycling.
First results from a case study on the selection of materials for a heat exchanger in
a household appliance will be presented in this contribution in order to exemplify the
applicability of the here proposed methodology. We will conclude the presentation with
indicators to measure the contribution of recycling to the reduction of primary resource
depletion towards sustainable levels.
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